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		Enhance your data analysis and predictive modeling skills using popular Python tools

	
		Key Features

		
			Cover all fundamental libraries for operation and manipulation of Python for data analysis
	
			Implement real-world datasets to perform predictive analytics with Python
	
			Access modern data analysis techniques and detailed code with scikit-learn and SciPy


	
		Book Description

	
		Python is one of the most common and popular languages preferred by leading data analysts and statisticians for working with massive datasets and complex data visualizations.

	
		Become a Python Data Analyst introduces Python’s most essential tools and libraries necessary to work with the data analysis process, right from preparing data to performing simple statistical analyses and creating meaningful data visualizations.

	
		In this book, we will cover Python libraries such as NumPy, pandas, matplotlib, seaborn, SciPy, and scikit-learn, and apply them in practical data analysis and statistics examples. As you make your way through the chapters, you will learn to efficiently use the Jupyter Notebook to operate and manipulate data using NumPy and the pandas library. In the concluding chapters, you will gain experience in building simple predictive models and carrying out statistical computation and analysis using rich Python tools and proven data analysis techniques.

	
		By the end of this book, you will have hands-on experience performing data analysis with Python.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Explore important Python libraries and learn to install Anaconda distribution
	
			Understand the basics of NumPy
	
			Produce informative and useful visualizations for analyzing data
	
			Perform common statistical calculations
	
			Build predictive models and understand the principles of predictive analytics


	
		Who this book is for

	
		Become a Python Data Analyst is for entry-level data analysts, data engineers, and BI professionals who want to make complete use of Python tools for performing efficient data analysis. Prior knowledge of Python programming is necessary to understand the concepts covered in this book

	
		Table of Contents

		
			The Anaconda Distribution and Jupyter Notebook
	
			Vectorizing Operations with Numpy
	
			Pandas: Everyone’s Favorite Data Analysis Library
	
			Visualization and Exploratory Data Analysis
	
			Statistical Computing with Python
	
			Introduction to Predictive Analytics Models
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Taking Your Kindle Fire to the MaxApress, 2012


	With the advent of the internet , the proliferation of mobile phones, and the rapid development

	of wireless technologies, we are truly living in a digital age.





	It seems like only yesterday that we were using dial-up, and that awful scream from the

	modem meant that we were online at data speeds that would seem like a...
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Nanoscale Materials in ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001


	Nanotechnology is almost a household word now-a-days, or at least some word with

	‘‘nano’’ in it, such as nanoscale, nanoparticle, nanophase, nanocrystal, or nanomachine.

	This field now enjoys worldwide attention and a National Nanotechnology

	Initiative (NNI) is about to be launched.
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Understanding ADHDMIND, 1998
The popular definition of ADHD has increased to include a number of disorders such as hyperactivity. This guide aims to give an overview of the various theories around, and provides suggestions for practical help for parents and also teachers and other carers.

Many parents worry about how their child is behaving, from time to time, but...
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Bioinformatics Research and Development: First International Conference, BIRD 2007, Berlin, Germany, March 12-14, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
This volume contains the papers which were selected for oral presentation at the first Bioinformatics Research and Development (BIRD) conference held in Berlin, Germany during March 12-14, 2007. BIRD covers a wide range of topics related to bioinformatics like microarray data, genomics, single nucleotide polymorphism, sequence analysis, systems...
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Getting Started with MuPADSpringer, 2005
The world of mathematics is probably one of the most fascinating creations of mankind. The world of mathematics with a Computer Algebra System, like MuPAD, is even more fascinating. With MuPAD, we can develop mathematical concepts, explore them and visualize them with just a few simple commands. This book is a gentle introduction to MuPAD – a...
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SAS/ACCESS 9.1.3 Supplement for OracleSAS Institute, 2005

	This supplement describes the SAS/ACCESS features and options that are available for Oracle. When you use this supplement along with SAS/ACCESS Interface to Relational Databases: Reference, you will have a comprehensive guide to SAS/ACCESS software for your database management system (DBMS). This supplement explains how SAS/ACCESS software...
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